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Executive Summary
• DOE/SC Laboratories provide computing/storage
resources to lab staff, researchers, and visiting
scientists
• Demands on these resources are increasing
• Labs have the capability to leverage decades of
research to create modern Distributed
Computing and Data Ecosystems (DCDE) to meet
the current and future demands of DOE scientists

Spoilers

Emerging Trends in Lab Computing
• DOE/SC Lab complex contains 10 labs each with a large collection of
compute and storage resources scattered across their campus.
• The demands on each lab are the same
– Upgrades to SC facilities is rapidly increasing the amount of Experimental and
Observational data that needs to be analyzed
– SC facility user communities are becoming more diverse, may have less
experience with HPDC environments, and are requesting more data analysis
capabilities from the labs
– Converged Computing and Data Services are in greater demand to support
simulation and visualizations
– Labs have difficulty meeting these growing demands while staying within
existing budget constraints

Research Activities in Distributed Computing
• ASCR has supported research projects to explore Grid and Cloud based
computing for almost 2 decades
– Fusion Grid (FG), Earth Systems Grid Federation (ESGF), Open Science Grid (OSG)

• These research projects have produced and contributed to broadly used
tools and services
– Networking and data transfer: GridFTP, Globus, etc.
– Access control and federated access: CI-Login, Science DMZ, etc.
– Middleware for workflows: Pegasus, Swift, etc.

• Several DOE science communities have extensive experience in
operating distributed computing environments
– Climate modeling distribution (ESGF) LHC Atlas and CMS (OSG), Remote control
room operations (FG)

Deployment for the Future
• The Future Lab Computing Working Group (FLC-WG) was
formed to:
– Encourage the Labs can take advantage of the decades of research and
operational experience in Distributed Computing
– Assist the Labs in developing a common set of policies and practices to
ensure smooth operations across the DOE/SC complex
– Assist the Labs in understanding the current state of the art in
Distributed Computing and Data Ecosystems (DCDE)
– Assist the Labs in developing a strategy for adopting a Federated DCDE
model to meet the scientific computing and data needs of their current
and future scientists, researchers, and lab staff

National Laboratory Research Computing Group (NLRCG)

Shortly after ASCR started the FLC-WG, the NLRCG started a
similar activity. These activities were merged to better meet
the needs of all interested parties. Four thrusts were defined
that required dedicated working groups:





Economies of Scale
Blockers to Collaboration
Scientific Data Management
Future Laboratory Computing – DOE SC Interest
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FLC Working Group Chartered
• The National Laboratory Research Computing Group (NLRCG) and the
Advanced Scientific Computing Research (ASCR) program office jointly
establish the Future Lab Computing Working Group (FLC-WG) thrust to identify
best practices and research challenges leading to the creation and operation of
a DOE/SC wide federated Distributed Computing and Data Ecosystem (DCDE).
The FLC-WG will accomplish this by:
– Reviewing past ASCR research activities
– Reviewing current lab, scientific community, academic, and commercial solutions
– Synthesizing past and current technical activities into a set of best practice
documents
– Identify current and future challenges that need to be addressed
– Determine the activities needed to pilot an operational deployment of a DCDE

FLC-WG Goals
• The outcome of the FLC-WG will be a report describing the current
state of lab computing, a set of research challenges, and plans for
achieving a federated DCDE.
• The FLC-WG will hold regular meetings and may bring in outside
experts to obtain the information needed to complete its tasks.
• The NLRCG FLC-WG thrust will coordinate its activities with other
NLRCG thrust working groups to obtain relevant background
information and to ensure SC wide integration of the practices and
recommendations.
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FLC-WG Activities
• Regular A/V meetings every other Thursday
– Obtain Information on the current and future needs of representative
science communities
– Obtain information on current and future plans for SC facilities
– Obtain information on previous and current Research projects
– Obtain information on Lab directions in computing and storage

• Face-to-Face meeting at SC-17
– Develop report outline and assign writing assignments

Science use Cases

Science Use Case - Observations
• Multiple domain science communities have growing data analytic needs
• Experimental and Observational science communities are diverse and
widely distributed
• Scientific workflows systems are used to manage data collection,
movement, analysis, and visualization tasks
• A new generation of DOE/SC domain scientists who are unwilling or
unable to directly operate facility infrastructure are running
experiments and using these facilities

DOE/SC Facilities

DOE/SC Facilities - Observations
• DOE/SC facilities provide scientists with unique and highly specialized
instruments, sensors, computers, and networks
• Facility staff provide scientists with expertise in system operation, data
collection and analysis
• Lab computer and storage infrastructure is expected to play a significant
role in meeting the scientists data analysis and management needs

Research Activities

Research Activities - Observations
• ASCR and other federal agencies have a long history of funding research
in the area of High-Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC -> DCDE)
• Numerous funded research projects have been widely deployed and are
in operational use
– GridFTP, Globus, HTCondor, BigPanDa, Pegasus, Swift, Kepler

• Federated Identity Management services have been in routine use by
science communities for decades

DCDE Components
1. Seamless user
access
2. Coordinated
Resource allocations
and cross-facility
workflows

3. Data storage,
movement, and
dissemination for
distributed operations

4. Variety, Portability:
through virtualization,
and containers, etc.

5.
Governance
and Policy
Structures

FLC-WG Draft Report Findings
• Seamless User Access required
– DOE science is increasingly carried out by teams of scientists with few connections
to computer scientists and without expertise in DCDE based computing services
– Existing Federated Identity Management services can, and should, be deployed
widely across the DOE/SC lab complex
– A mix of commercial (OneID) and research inspired (SAML-based) services can coexist and will meet the needs of the DOE scientist and Lab staff

FLC-WG Draft Report Findings
• Coordinated Resource Access and Cross-Facility Workflows
– Science specific Workload management systems (HEPCloud, PanDa, Condor)
will continue to evolve and provide service to their science community
– Domain agnostic Workflow Management Systems (Pegasus, Kepler, Swift, etc)
will continue to gain adoption
– Training for both scientists and
facilities staff is required to effectively
support the existing and emerging
Workflow systems
– A generalized collaboration
environment would simplify usage
across the DOE/SC lab complex

FLC-WG Draft Report Findings
• Scientific Data Management: Movement, Dissemination and
Archival Storage
– Large Data Management systems in use by Science communities (HEP, BER)
– Basic network mechanism for separating bulk data (Elephants) from routine
traffic (mice) exist and are in active use
– Bulk Data Transfer services exist (Globus)
– Streaming Data transfer issues still a
research challenge
– Science DMZ architecture well defined and
widely implemented
– Science Portals and web based services
being improved

FLC-WG Draft Report Findings
• Supporting Functional Variety and Portability
– Virtualization and Containerization technologies are improving and making runtime environments portable
– Electronic notebooks (e.g., Juypter) are evolving to interoperate with workflow
management systems allowing scientists to create new experiments and record
results in an automated fashion
– A Federated DCDE will span a wide variety of compute systems (i.e., desktops to
supercomputers) and deeply interconnect them with other physical devices (i.e.,
storage systems, distributed sensors, and large/unique instruments) using a high
performance network, accelerating the knowledge discovery process throughout
the DOE/SC Lab complex

FLC-WG Draft Report Findings
• Organizational Concerns and Governance Issues
– Operating a DCDE will require lab staff and management to develop
new skills/training and work with their peers across the lab complex
– New operating policies and procedures will need to be developed
• Cost/allocation policies
• Identity Federation procedures
• Procurement and deployment of common tools/services/licenses
– A lab based governance committee representing multiple stakeholders
may be needed to coordinate activities across the Lab complex
• ASCR’s experience with ESnet can provide input into this activity

FLC-WG Path Forward

 Establish a pilot that implements the following
items/topics in a coherent and progressive manner
 Attribute based ID management (SAML based)
 Preliminary Allocation policy (Unused cycles)
 Preliminary Accounting policy (fair exchange)
 Preliminary Common Access model
 Science DMZ with DTNs
 Common Workflow system support
 Science Portal support
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Conclusions
• The FLC-WG has spent the past year looking deeply at how Lab
computing and storage resources can be federated into a coherent
DOE/SC DCDE
• The Lab NLRCG and ASCR both consider this a reasonable response to
the growing demands of DOE scientists and limiting budgetary
constraints
• The technical and operational expertise exists throughout the lab
complex to implement a functional DCDE
• The components and services needed to implement a DCDE exist
• Policy and governance issues need to be resolved by experimentation
and revisions as needed

Aim High

